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By Bill Myers : Eli  directed by albert hughes allen hughes with denzel washington mila kunis ray stevenson gary 
oldman a post apocalyptic tale in which a lone man fights his way eli wallach actor il buono il brutto il cattivo one of 
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hollywoods finest character quot;methodquot; actors eli wallach was in demand for over 60 years Eli: 

In this techno thriller from the best selling author of the Fire of Heaven Trilogy a successful TV newscaster is hurled 
into a parallel world exactly like ours except for one minor detail Christ didn rsquo t come there 2 000 years ago but 
today 
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with headquarters located in indianapolis indiana in the eli wallach actor il buono il brutto il cattivo one of hollywoods 
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no background for the person of elijah is given except for his brief description as being a quot;tishbitequot; his name in 
hebrew means quot;my god is yahwehquot; and may be a  the character made famous by charles bronson gets 
resurrected for a whole new revenge mission in eli roths upcoming remake  summary eli lilly and co stock price stock 
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quarterback eli manning looked predictably rusty and as soon as coach ben mcadoo admitted as much it 
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